
  

A Senior Civil Service System self-assessment tool  

The checklist that follows is meant to provoke reflection and generate discussion.  It translates the key 

components of each of the sections above into specific statements that should be true for countries to be placed 

in the effective senior civil service category as defined above.  Each of the themes should be ranked on a scale 

of zero to five – with zero being the negative answer, and 5 being complete agreement with each statement.  In 

most cases, most systems will likely sit in the grey zones between one and four.  Rather than calculate a perfect 

number, the tool is meant to provide a basis for discussions that explore those grey zones in particular contexts 

to see what is working well, and what could potentially be improved.  

 

Axis 1: Capable Senior Civil Servants 

1. Job Profiles Score (0-5) 

a. Is there a common understanding and expectation for leadership skills across the 

public service? 

 

b. Do SCS positions have job profiles which identify the leadership skills required?  

Average score:  

2. Appointing the right SCS to the right position. Score (0-5) 

a. Are highly qualified leaders appointed to SCS positions?  

b. Are candidates matched to positions in a transparent way so that others understand 

why a particular candidate was chosen for that position? 

 

c. Is there an ideal balance between external and internal candidates and 

appointments for SCS positions? 

 

d. Is there an ideal balance of political responsiveness with longer-term stability?  

Average score:  

3. Pipeline development Score (0-5) 

a. Is there a pool of candidates with the right skills and experience, ready to take up 

SCS positions? 

 

b. Are high-potential future leaders identified and supported to build experience 

through their careers? 

 

c. Are talent management tools, such as mobility and career path planning, used to 

develop the right kinds of experience in middle management? 

 

d. Do senior managers prioritise their role as people developers and take 

responsibility for developing the leadership pipeline in their organisations? 

 

Average score:  



  

4. Diversity Score (0-5) 

a. Is diversity considered as a priority for the development of the Senior Civil Service.  

b. Is diversity tracked using data in the senior civil service and in the pipeline.  

c. Are HR decisions analysed for systemic bias and are the results are used to make 

appropriate changes? 

 

Average score:  

Average Axis 1:  

Axis 2: Beyond skills: an enabling operating environment 

5. Objectives, Autonomy, and Accountability for results Score (0-5) 

a. Do SCS have personal objectives that a direction for change-oriented leadership?  

b. Are SCS held accountable for the achievement of their objectives in a way that 

respects the complexity and uncertainty of their environment? 

 

c. Are SCS delegated an appropriate level of autonomy and trust to enable them to 

work towards their objectives? 

 

Average score:  

6. Learning opportunities and peer support Score (0-5) 

a. Do SCS have trusted peer networks they can depend upon for support and for 

collective learning?   

 

b. Do SCS have access to tailored coaching?  

c. Do SCS development programmes fit the specific contexts and needs of this senior 

group? 

 

d. Are SCS encouraged to take up new positions at regular intervals to encourage 

learning, cross-fertilisation of ideas, and renewal? 

 

Average score:  

7. Management tools Score (0-5) 

a. Are SCS able to use financial and budgeting tools to achieve their objectives in 

effective ways, with an appropriate level of accountability? 

 

b. Are SCS able to use HR tools to develop teams, build the right abilities and motivate 

their employees? 

 

c. Do SCS use data, evidence and information to enable better decision making?  



  

d. Do SCS have access, skills and support to use the range of tools available to identify, 

communicate and collaborate with internal and external stakeholders? 

 

Average score:  

8. Stable and effective political-administrative interface Score (0-5) 

a. Is there an appropriate level of trust between the SCS and elected government?  

b. Is there a mutual recognition of roles and responsibilities between political and 

administrative decision-making, and forums to discuss the spaces between?  

 

c. Are there well-established and commonly understood public service values and 

norms that guide the relationship and enable fluid decision-making? 

 

Average score:  

Average Axis 2  

 

 


